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Introduction 

May 4, 1919—a date that the Chinese revolutionary of the 1900s would find hard to forget. On 

this day, the students of Peking University and other local Beijing universities mobilized in a massive 

student protest in front of Tiananmen, discharging the culmination of the Chinese people’s frustrations 

with China’s subordinate international standing and longstanding cultural values. From this day, out 

of China’s New Culture Movement grew the May Fourth Movement and Era, a watershed movement 

in the history of modern China that is notable for spawning the birth of the Chinese Communist Party 

(CCP) and for fostering China’s Women’s Emancipation Movement.  

While the focus of feminist theorists on the experiences of women in Western societies has 

resulted in a neglect of the experiences of women in non-Western societies, the rise of postcolonial 

feminism has also meant that more meaning and material for analysis has been found in the 

experiences of non-Western women. In line with this direction, this paper seeks to examine China’s 

Women’s Emancipation Movement of the May Fourth Movement, with the aim of redirecting 

scholarship to the experiences of Chinese women during this tumultuous but nevertheless exciting 

period of China’s modern history.  

The second objective is to draw relevant lessons from the story of China’s Women’s 

Emancipation Movement by examining a key joint in the backbone of the Women’s Emancipation 

Movement—the influence of Marxism on feminism in Marxist feminism. Scholars such as Gilmartin 

have argued that the rise of feminism alongside the founding of the CCP during the May Fourth 

Movement in the early 1920s forged a greater compatibility between Marxism and feminism during 

the formative years of the CCP, than the general case in other communist and socialist movements 

(Gilmartin, Engendering the Chinese revolution : radical women, communist politics, and mass 

movements in the 1920s, 1995). We know that the May Fourth Movement accelerated the 

introduction of Marxism to Chinese intellectuals, and certainly many a feminist article written during 

this period have used Marxist terms and concepts in their arguments. 
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Yet this union between Marxism and feminism was by no means perfect, as scholars are 

confronted by the many contradictions between rhetoric and practice, as well as the eventual failure of 

the Women’s Emancipation Movement. While the May Fourth Movement feminist writers, amongst 

them notable members of the CCP such as Mao Zedong, Chen Duxiu, and Li Dazhao, wrote many 

essays condemning the gender inequality in Chinese society, in their personal lives and within the 

CCP itself they reproduced central aspects of society’s oppressive gender system. Furthermore, 

towards the tail end of the May Fourth Movement, the collapse of the collaboration between the 

Nationalist Kuomintang (KMT) in the CCP first United Front and the start of the civil war between 

the two parties resulted in the Women’s Emancipation Movement losing its political backing. Both 

parties became increasingly wary of allowing the same full-scale overturning of patriarchal 

institutions that had occurred during the May Fourth movement— despite their previous progressive 

ideals expressed in political rhetoric, they abandoned much of their original women’s programs and 

set out to limit women’s political participation and the discussion of gender issues in politics. 

(Gilmartin, Introduction: May Fourth and Women's Emancipation, 1999).  

Like other subtypes of feminism, Marxism Feminism offers its own suggestion as to how 

women’s liberation can be best achieved. While this paper may not be able to pinpoint exactly the 

cause of the failings of the Women’s Emancipation Movement to truly overturn society’s patriarchal 

institutes, by examining the extent of compatibility between Marxism and feminism, it hopes to offer 

an evaluation of the coherence of Marxist feminism and its effectiveness as a tool for women’s 

emancipation. By turning a critical eye on this union of Marxism and Feminism, this paper seeks to 

expose fundamental incompatibilities and resonances between Marxist theory and feminism in 

China’s May Fourth Movement. 

In seeking to examine the compatibility of May Fourth feminism with Marxism, it is important 

to be sensitive to the dynamics of the Women’s Emancipation Movement—it was strongly colored by 

a nationalist slant, and most of the feminist writers of the movement were in fact male, writing for a 
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predominantly male audience. Therefore, while examining the different feminist works produced 

during this period, the gender of the writers must be taken into account in order to analyze what was in 

reality a gendered dialogue. In this paper, different facets of the May Fourth feminist movement will 

be presented in order to approximate an accurate analysis of such a movement.  

Reflecting such a choice of approach, this paper draws upon two broad areas of material as 

windows through which to view the movement. The first group comprises articles written on the 1919 

incident of Miss Zhao’s suicide, a local Changsha incident. The paper will also consider the place of 

male feminists within the May Fourth feminist movement, as well as address critiques by feminists of 

the May Fourth Era on the male-dominated state of Chinese feminism. Lastly, the paper will move to 

examine the short stories produced by women writers during the May Fourth Period, with especial 

focus on the short stories Miss Sophie’s Diary, written by renowned female writer Ding Ling in the 

winter of 1927, and Factory Girl, written by popular female writer Lu Yin in 1921.  

 

The New Culture Movement and the May Fourth Era  

Among scholars, there is no definite agreement on how long the May Fourth era lasted, for it 

was characterized not by specific events, but by mood and atmosphere. What can be said about it was 

that it only started after the 1911 Revolution, and had faded by the time total war with Japan broke out 

in 1937. Major events of the May Fourth Era include the May Fourth Protests, the founding of the 

Chinese Communist Party in 1921 as debatably the single most important organization formed during 

the period1, and the Women’s Emancipation Movement that is the focus of this paper.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Mao would later harken back to this period for its revolutionary art and literature, as well as the sheer power of mass 
mobilization to overthrow Chinese society’s feudal and imperialist values. In retrospect, the CCP would claim that Mao’s 
eventual victory in 1949 was the answer to the modernity and strength demanded by the May Fourth Movement (Mitter, 
2004).  
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Although often conflated and used interchangeably, the New Culture Revolution was not 

identical to the May Fourth Movement2. The former emerged through the protest of elites against the 

new Republican President’s attempts in 1915–1916 to revive Confucianism and restore it as the 

country’s political system, and to declare himself as emperor (Mitter, 2004). Then, on May 4, 1919, 

over 3,000 students protested against the Chinese government’s servile policy towards Japan and 

other foreign powers, expressing their frustrations towards the government’s reaction to the Twenty-

one Demands made by Japan in 1915 and the failure of China to regain territory and interests seized 

by Germany in 1898, in the Treaty of Versailles held at the end of World War I (Ching, 1988).  

The May Fourth Movement emerged from a China that had been bullied and overpowered by 

foreign powers, a condition which provided impetus for the emancipation of women. Capitalist 

modernity had been introduced to Chinese society, and their country had been made humble towards 

Western imperialists. Chinese intellectuals began to turn a critical eye upon the state of the country in 

order to discover what had caused its downfall from a proud nation to a humiliated country. Many 

concluded that answera lay in something fundamentally wrong with Chinese society, Confucianism. 

China’s feudal and imperial past was evil and had to be exterminated if China were to move forward.  

One indicator that Chinese society was backwards and undeveloped was the Chinese woman, 

deprived of education and treated as inferiors, with their bound feet that came to symbolize traditional 

Confucian values.3 Thus, activists set out to emancipate women and overturn social conventions 

between men and women such as marriage and chastity4. The titles of the many journals founded 

during the May Fourth Era reflected precisely this rejection of tradition and an emphasis on 

modernity—New Women, New Youth, New Gansu, Awakening, etc.—and the decrying of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  Of	  note	  is	  the	  fact	  that	  the	  names	  of	  these	  movements	  were	  not	  imposed	  upon	  them	  by	  historians,	  but	  rather	  
created	  at	  the	  time	  of	  the	  movements	  by	  their	  participants.	  	  	  	  	  
3	  During the violent civil war between the Nationalist Kuomintang and Chinese Communist Party, when the Kuomintang 
captured a village from the Communists, they would free women with bound feet, presuming that they must be anti-
Communist, while women with natural feet were executed or sent to forced labor camps. 
4 Activists also set out to revolutionize Chinese language, abandoning the old classical written form for a vernacular form. 
Liu Bannong, a leading iconoclastic intellectual of the May Fourth era, is created a gendered pronoun in the vernacular 
that is now in common usage, by adapting an ancient ideogram to denote “she”. 
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Confucianism would feature heavily as the primary cause of women’s oppression due to its limitations 

of women’s roles in society. Popular topics included the evil of arranged marriages, sexuality, and the 

double standards for chastity of men and women.     

However, it is important to clarify that the May Fourth Movement was not a proletariat 

uprising. Most of the participants of the May Fourth Movement were young, urban patriots who were 

more liberal than Marxist, and the movement was concerned more with anti-feudal and anti-

imperialist revolution rather than abolishing class. On the other hand, many intellectuals and writers 

of the time were indeed aware of Marxist theories and reading Marx’s works, notably Chen Duxiu and 

Li Dazhao, cofounders of the CCP. The May Fourth Movement therefore marked the introduction of 

Marxist ideas to Chinese society, where they would later be transformed and propagated as Maoism. 

These themes of China’s determination to regain its nationalist pride, the condemnation of 

Confucianism, as well as the propagation of Marxist thought therefore provide one with the historical 

context and framework with which to analyze the Women’s Emancipation Movement that emerged 

amidst all this activity. 

 

Characterizing the Women’s Emancipation Movement (Nüquan yundong) 

 Before the Women’s Emancipation Movement of the May Fourth Movement can be described 

and analyzed in detail, we first have to defend it against the charge that it cannot be considered a 

feminist movement. While the movement may not seem coherent with Western definitions of 

feminism due to its nationalist perspective, scholarship has questioned this hegemony on the 

definition of whether social movements have a “feminist” character. Scholars have also noted that 

non-Western feminist movements have been compelled by their situations to address the intersections 

between gender inequality and imperialist and class oppression. (Gilmartin, Introduction: May Fourth 

and Women's Emancipation, 1999) Mohanty challenges the possibility of applying a single rubric to 

the diverse struggles of feminist movements in history, stating that the analysis of such histories often 
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involves “reading against the grain of a number of intersecting progressive discourses”, including 

third world nationalist and socialist discourses. “Third world” feminism cannot be delinked with the 

struggle against “racism, sexism, colonialism, imperialism, and monopoly capital” (Mohanty, 1991).   

 As mentioned, the Women’s Emancipation Movement is unique in that the bulk of material 

produced on women’s issues was written by men—it was largely a male discourse. (Gilmartin, 

Introduction: May Fourth and Women's Emancipation, 1999) Some men, recognizing the importance 

of the female voice, ironically took on female pseudonyms. This dimension, however, presents the 

researcher with a problematic, however, since it casts the sincerity of these works into doubt. Implicit 

in this problematic is the question of whether men can be involved in a feminist movement without 

duplicating the structures of patriarchy and gender control, a controversial question on which scholars 

do not have consensus (hooks, 2000). Cognizant of this problem, this paper will consider the gender 

of the authors when analyzing their works. 

 The Women’s Emancipation Movement also displayed a strong nationalist character—as 

stated by Gilmartin, “… from its inception, modern feminism in China was a handmaiden of 

nationalism” (Gilmartin, Engendering the Chinese revolution : radical women, communist politics, 

and mass movements in the 1920s, 1995). Writings on the emancipation of women equated the 

nationalist agenda with feminism, linking the state of women and girls in society with the status of the 

Chinese nation. One such example is B. E. Lee’s “How Can We Honor Women?” In his criticism of 

learned men who took concubines, he writes, 

 “With such citizens, how can China be a true Republic? ... Wipe out concubinage, and see how much 

more pure China will be. Let us fight against it, fight to the end until China is relieved of this national 

shame.”  
On prostitution, he writes,  

“Can a nation of such moral corruption be called civilized? Such is China and many other nations… 

Now America has awakened and taken the lead in fighting against this sin. Let China be the second, 

nay, the first to clear off this evil” (Lee, 1999)  
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From the rhetoric employed by Lee and other writers, it can be observed that feminists at the time 

believed that by ridding China of its backward patriarchal institutions, the Women’s Emancipation 

Movement could further China’s progress and serve the nationalist agenda.  

 In sum, as a non-Western feminist movement, China’s May Fourth Feminist presents two 

issues—its male-dominated feminist dialogue and its nationalist character—that may not be 

commonplace for other feminist movements. While examining the compatibility of Marxism and the 

feminism of the Women’s Emancipation Movement, these nuances must be kept in view.    

  

Marx and Engels on Marxist Feminism 

To examine the compatibility of Marxism and feminism in the May Fourth Movement, we 

would do well to first return to the foundations of Marxist feminism. The birth child of the marriage of 

Marxism and Feminism, these foundations were laid by the seminal work The Origins of the Family, 

Private Property, and the State, written by Engels after Marx’s death using Marx’s notes on American 

anthropologist Lewis H. Morgan’s Ancient Society, or Researches in the Lines of Human Progress 

from Savagery Through Barbarism to Civilization (1877). Morgan’s Ancient Society traced out the 

development of primitive society, proposing a matrilineal theory of the origin of human society and a 

vision of primitive society as a stateless society founded on communal property. Drawing on Marx’s 

notes on Morgan’s work, Engels challenged the concept of the family as the sole economic unit of 

society and positioned the family as the key driver of oppression against women— 

“The modern individual family is based on the openly disguised domestic enslavement of the woman; 
and modern society is a mass composed solely of individual families as its molecules” (Engels, 1978);  
 

 Marxist Feminism posits that private property and the division of labor are to blame for 

women’s inferior status in society. In an unpublished manuscript of The German Ideology, Engels had 

unearthed the following quote “The first division of labor is that between man and woman for child 

breeding,” and added that  
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“The first class antagonism which appears in history coincides with the development of the antagonism 

between man and woman in monogamian marriage, and the first class oppression with that of the 

female sex by the male” (Engels, 1978).  

Recognizing the administration of the household as a task of labor, Marx and Engels pointed out that 

this task had become a private service rather than social production. Furthermore, even when a woman 

has finished this task, she is unable to earn anything through public production and is thus alienated 

from the product of her labor.  

Under a Marxist Feminist lens, the feminist movement is thus a class struggle between the two 

classes of women and men, sharing the same roots as the struggles of the proletariat—private property 

and the division of labor. Genders are conceptualized not as categories in its own right, but as classes, 

one of which are subordinate and serve the interests of the ruling class, in much the same way as the 

proletariats are oppressed by the capitalist. The solutions, too, are the same. Since the foundations of 

the inequality between the genders is economic, Marxist Feminism states that by converting the means 

of production into common property, the necessity of women to surrender themselves for money as 

well as the restrictive notions of female chastity and virginity will be diminished in strength. The 

relationship between man and woman, as “the most natural relation of human being to human being 

… (which reveals) the extent to which his human nature has come to be nature to him” (Marx, 1972) 

would thus return to its ideal state.      

Since the work was introduced, however, different interpretations and defenses of Marxist 

Feminist theory have been given form. One such interpretation is Firestone’s theory concerning the 

“sex-class”—the domination of men over women due to biological reasons, predominantly 

childbearing, as an important supplement to the domination by economic class. Evaluating Beauvoir’s 

existentialist feminism, Firestone critiques her strictly existentialist interpretation of feminism, in spite 

of “the fact that all cultural systems, including existentialism, are themselves determined by the sex 

dualism”, and proposes a materialist view of history based on sex itself (Firestone, 1971). Gimenez 
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argues for a clearer distinction between Marxist Feminism and Materialist Feminism and for a return 

to the latter (Gimenez, 2000), while Ebert critiques postmodern feminist theory and the identity 

politics it affirms, and in its stead, proposes her interpretation of Marxist Feminism, Red Feminism 

(Ebert, 1995). Although Marxist Feminist has evolved over the years, most theories do stem from 

these theoretical underpinnings in Marx and Engel’s writings, with two main tenets: the struggle for 

gender equality is a class struggle against the ruling class, and the abolishment of private property will 

eliminate the subordination of women. Similarly, in the Women’s Emancipation Movement, Chinese 

feminists would interface with Marxist theory in order to justify their critique of Chinese society. 

 

The New Women Martyrs and The Incident of Miss Zhao’s Suicide 

Another interface of Marxist theory with the feminism of the May Fourth era is the emergence 

of the “new woman martyr” genre during the May Fourth Era, and the rhetoric of Marxist feminism 

employed by activists. One such example is the series of articles written by Mao Zedong and 

published in Public Interest on the local Changsha event of the incident of Miss Zhao’s suicide, which 

will be examined in greater detail. These suicides of women such as Miss Zhao rose to the fore of 

public dialogue, as one characteristic of the May Fourth Era was a heightened awareness of the 

psychological costs of secondary self-hood. Another characteristic of the historical and social context 

is that Chinese society has traditionally tended to recognize external causes of suicide, to the exclusion 

of intrapsychic causes (Collins, 1976), a tradition reflected by the work produced on this incident.  

 While biographies of women martyrs were already a popular genre in late Imperial China, 

activists of the May Fourth era adopted the genre to honor the women who died on the path of the 

“New Woman”, remade by the May Fourth Era. A far cry from the women martyrs of the past who 

committed suicide to preserve their chastity when threatened with rape or remarriage and who were 

held up as defenders of traditional, patriarchal values, these new women martyrs were young women 

who sought emancipation, but encountered pressures from society such as arranged marriage and 
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eventually succumbed by taking their own lives (Hua R. Lan, 1999). Now, the traditional and 

patriarchal social institutions such as the clan and the family were labeled as foes to be fought, and the 

May Fourth Movement’s search for new values and new social institutions resulted in psychological 

costs incurred through maintaining a defense of traditional Chinese social institutions and values in 

the face of daily contradictions posed by the economic, political, and military superiority of Western 

imperial powers. The psychological costs of this struggle became a trope used by activists as new 

women martyrs were crowned and used by feminist writers to demonstrate the treachery of the old 

Confucian system.5  

Similarly, the high-profile suicide of Miss Zhao in 1919 was a lightning rod that drew much 

criticism on the traditional customs of arranged marriage. Forced by her family to marry a man whom 

she despised, Miss Zhao slit her throat in the bridal sedan en route to her wedding. Then aged 26, and 

having left Beijing University to return to Hunan, Mao Zedong capitalized upon this event as a 

demonstration of “just how profound the evils of our nation’s society [were]” in the essay Concerning 

the Incident of Miss Zhao’s Suicide, criticizing Confucian teachings and the capitalism that controlled 

the economic dependence of women on men (Mao, 1919). Although Mao would later rise to power, 

amidst the plethora of articles written on the new women martyrs at this point in history, Mao was still 

a mimetic and repetitive thinker, and not the first to critique Confucianism. 

What is of interest to this paper’s research is that in Concerning the Incident of Miss Zhao’s 

Suicide, Mao draws upon concepts of Marxist Feminism, as introduced in Engel’s The Origin of 

Family, Private Property, and the State, He writes, 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5	  A case in point is Ku Cheng Wu’s critique of the Chinese family system, which offers an explanation for the 

female suicides that were widely written about at the time. According to Ku, the system of female morals had convinced 
women of their own evil so effectively that they had lost the will to revolt against the system of male dominance, and 
therefore suicide, whether in fear of their loss of chastity, or in an attempt to redress their grievances, became one of the 
few means available to women to express their autonomous choice. Female suicides demonstrated that not only was 
society flawed; it was violent for it could cause women to take their own lives.  
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“The relationship between men and women should, according to the contemporary view, center on 

“love,” and apart from love, must not be governed by “economics” (Mao, 1999).  

Similar to Engels’ The Origin of the Family, State and Private Property, Mao traces the fall of the 

relationship between men and women from that of “love” in primitive society to one of “economics” 

in today’s capitalist society. However, he also supplements his application of Marxist Feminism with 

a theory of gender oppression based on the physiological condition of childbearing, and identifies 

women’s childbearing as “the general cause that has kept women subjugated and unable to emancipate 

themselves”. Thus, while Mao establishes that the historic defeat of women’s autonomy was due to 

the emergence of private property and class society, Mao also theorizes that it is the “single flaw” of 

childbearing that provides the general opportunity for men to oppress women.  

While the consideration of the physiological condition of childbearing would not come under 

the purview of Marxist theory, falling as it does outside the considerations of the economy and of 

means of production, on the whole we can read the rhetoric of the essay as reflecting a good measure 

of compatibility between the feminism of the day and Marxism. Similar to Firestone’s theory of the 

sex class, Mao’s analysis of women’s childbearing providing the opportunity for men to oppress 

women acts as a supplement to Marxist theory and does not distract from the fundamental cause of 

women’s oppression being the emergence of significant holdings of private property, and the 

transition to a class society.  

Neither was Mao the only feminist writer to espouse such identification of capitalism as the 

root cause of gender inequality. Indeed, the logical next step would then be to identify means of 

achieving genuine equality, and amongst the feminist writers of the time there was the pervasive view 

that women’s economic independence was the decisive determinant of genuine gender equality. This 

was shared by such as Mao Zedong, Li Hanjun, Mao Dun, Chen Wangdao, Lu Xun, and Shen Zemin, 

most of them male (Gilmartin, Engendering the Chinese revolution : radical women, communist 

politics, and mass movements in the 1920s, 1995). 
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May Fourth Feminism as a Gendered Dialogue 

This paper draws upon two main sources of material—the women martyrs of the May Fourth 

Movement who took their lives after being forced into arranged marriages, and the “new woman” of 

the Women’s Emancipation Movement—both showcasing different extents to which feminism and 

Marxism were compatible during the period. Between these two sources, however, it is also important 

to discuss how they fit in with the larger scheme of the May Fourth feminist movement. 

As a movement in which most of the writers and readers were male, the question of how these 

men came to identify as part of the movement is an important puzzle. For at least some of these men, 

identifying with the Women’s Emancipation Movement was a means to express their own fears and 

dreams about the situation of their country. Scholars have suggested that some of these men identified 

with the social predicament of women because it symbolized their own feelings of powerlessness in 

the face of the restrictive family system that entrapped them in social roles of submission to authority. 

Thus, for some of the men of the feminist movement, advocating on the plight of women in fact 

served as a metaphor for expressing concerns about other dilemmas (Gilmartin, Engendering the 

Chinese revolution : radical women, communist politics, and mass movements in the 1920s, 1995).  

As a male-dominated movement, we also have to examine whether it was also duplicating the 

structures of patriarchy and gender control. One aspect of the Women’s Emancipation Movement was 

the female voice was not easily found in the pages of magazines such as New Youth. In fact, no 

serious attempt was made by its editors to develop a women’s perspective on gender oppression 

during the May Fourth era—for example, personalized accounts of growing up female in early-

twentieth-century China were not included in the journal (Gilmartin, Engendering the Chinese 

revolution : radical women, communist politics, and mass movements in the 1920s, 1995). Rather, the 

oppression of women was portrayed as yet one more example of the inhumanity of Confucian culture 

and society, and the solution to it would therefore be the same solution to China’s national crisis.  
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Fortunately, this problem of the lack of female voice was not totally ignored by the writers of 

the times. In “The Great Inappropriateness of Women’s Emancipation”, male writer Zhang Shenfu 

critiques the attitude of men towards women’s emancipation as being contemptuous, and advocates 

that women should obtain independence through their own efforts, while men should give their 

assistance to women as they pursue their own independence. In an essay “The Women’s Improvement 

Society’s Hopes for Women”, feminist writer Lu Yin scathingly dismisses the essay of another who 

recommended the organization of Women’s Improvement Societies to help ordinary women who lack 

the means to emancipate themselves to achieve their goal of emancipation, saying “Women need 

men’s initiative and guidance in everything. This is truly unthinkable!” Lu Yin critiques women for 

relying on men “who have less of a personal stake in the issue” to solve problems for them, and 

critiques men, a lot of who “use the high-sounding term “women’s emancipation” to further their own 

cunning schemes”, terms which confirm that such suspicion of male feminists’ motives were common 

amongst women feminists of the May Fourth Movement (Yin, 1920). 

In this light, one would do well to remain doubtful as to whether Mao’s employment of 

Marxist feminism should be read as mere symbolism of the exploitation of the proletariat by the 

capitalist, to position Miss Zhao’s suicide within the context of the greater class revolution that he was 

interested in fomenting, or as genuine and sincere advocacy for the liberation of women. Furthermore, 

even within a feminist dialogue that was strongly dominated by males, their works alone cannot be 

used to get an accurate picture of the circumstances, for which we now turn to the following sections 

for a more rounded representation.   

 

The New Woman: Ding Ling’s Miss Sophie’s Diary and Lu Yin’s Factory Girl 

Departing from the highly male-dominated feminist revolutionary press, this section examines 

the short stories of women feminist writers of the May Fourth Movement to analyze the compatibility 

of May Fourth feminism and Marxism. Previously, fiction had never been regarded as serious 
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literature, until adopted by May Fourth writers who altered it from a style governed by rigid literary 

conventions, to a more realistic form. As a result of the Women’s Emancipation Movement, women 

writers finally began to emerge and produce literature for a growing body of readers, who at last 

included women. Having the emotional immediacy that the novel lacked, the short story thus became 

an important vehicle for the expression of these women feminist writers’ thoughts. In this section, two 

short stories will be analyzed for the compatibility of May Fourth feminism with Marxism, the first 

being Lu Yin’s Factory Girl and the second being Ding Ling’s Miss Sophie’s Diary. 

 
Lu Yin’s Factory Girl 

 Lu Yin was an active participant in the May Fourth Movement, a prolific writer and feminist 

rhetorician whose use of rhetorical strategy was structured to empower women and encourage them to 

breakdown patriarchal norms (Wang, 2009). As a later work of hers, Factory Girl stands in contrast to 

earlier works for it focuses more on recognizing the sufferings of others as opposed to the theme of 

self-centered sorrow common in earlier works (Yin, 1985). Factory Girl is the account of the 

‘narrator’s encounter with the daughter of her neighbor, Lotus, a spinning girl at the large cotton mill. 

When approached by Lotus for help, the narrator is over-eager to help Lotus as she desires to be a 

benevolent benefactor, such that “it was as if today I belonged to that same class of people from 

ancient times, like Qui Ranke and Hong Fu, hero figures never to be surpassed in this world” (Yin, 

1985). After Lotus gets back from the mill, the narrator immediately presents her with a packet of 

money, expecting Lotus to be overjoyed and grateful. Instead, Lotus says to the narrator with a cold 

smile, “There must be other things on earth besides money that people really need.” It is later revealed 

that the help Lotus seeks is actually an answer to the question, “Can you really sell your own soul?”—

a revelation that leaves the narrator lost for words.  

Through this short encounter, Factory Girl raises pertinent questions on the compatibility of 

Marxism and feminism during the May Fourth Movement. Subjected to the drudgery and exploitation 
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of the cotton mill, Lotus experiences the alienation of the proletariat as she is reduced by her 

supervisor to the singular objective of increasing profits, an application of Marxist economic theory to 

the spinning girl’s experience. While Lotus used to be filled with curiosity as to the workings of the 

mill’s machines, she loses the joy found in man’s species character of free, conscious activity, and 

ironically comes to think of herself “as a fairly good machine, little different from the spindles 

themselves”. Alienated from the products of their labor, Lotus’ workmate asks her, “I think that ever 

since I started at the factory I stopped being me. Can you really sell your soul?” (Yin, 1985) 

This is indeed the crux of the story—in fact, in alternative translations this question is 

translated as the title of the short piece. This question also reveals Lu Yin’s challenge to Marxist 

feminism—despite the alienation and the exploitation of the workers in the factory, Lotus expresses 

that she “never quite dare(s) to believe that this is so. A soul is valuable, in fact it is priceless. How 

can it be bought with limited wages? Or do the workers part with it willingly?” Through the 

conversation between Lotus and the narrator, the reader is persuaded that the soul is something 

beyond the reach of material constraints, in counterpoint to Marxist materialism. In addition, this then 

raises a critique of the efforts of the Women’s Emancipation Movement that focused heavily on the 

economic independence of women, as Lotus exclaims, “People know how to help others with money 

but they cannot help them buy back something even more important than money – their own souls!”  

 
Ding Ling’s Miss Sophie’s Diary 

Written by prolific revolutionary female writer Ding Ling, Miss Sophie’s Diary was set in the 

time when it was written, Beijing’s winter of 1927-1928. Miss Sophie’s Diary is the fictional account 

of a high-strung and tubercular woman’s infatuation with a handsome young man with the “exterior of 

a medieval knight” but a despicable soul. It was a bold account of a young woman’s anxieties and 

sexual feelings, made even more so through the format of a diary, giving readers a glimpse of 

Sophie’s “relentless investigation of the self caught in this predicament” (Feuerwerker, 1984).  
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As a work of revolutionary literature, Miss Sophie’s Diary reveals the shortcomings of Marxist 

Feminist theory by depicting the life of the “new women” who emerged from the May Fourth 

Movement. Although she has broken with traditional authority, and is not subjected to the oppression 

of a father or a husband, Sophie remains unhappy and tormented by her fluctuating emotions. Despite 

a superficial liberation from social constructs, Sophie still remains in a state of ennui and 

estrangement from the people around her, and is involved in relationships with men. While they are 

not based on economic reasons, they are not entirely constituted of love, either. Although she has been 

superficially liberated as a “new woman”, she remains shackled by society’s expectations, writing, 

“But I know that in this society I’ll never be allowed to take what I want to satisfy my impulses and 

my desires, even though it would do nobody else any harm.” Finally, at the end of the short story, 

Sophie opens the penultimate entry by referring to herself in the third person, reflecting a total lost of 

control over her story and her disillusionment with the diary as a means towards self-understanding.  

Themes of alienation feature strongly as Sophie recurrently finds herself misunderstood by her 

lover, her family, and her friends. Her family and friends are only able to care for her “in that blind 

way”, and about her lover, Wei, Sophie writes, “If he’d looked back at me he’d surely have seen the 

misery in my eyes. Why doesn’t he understand me a little better?” Desperate for a person’s 

understanding, Sophie writes, “At times like that I really long for somebody who’d understand me. 

Even if he insulted me I’d be happy and proud.”  

  Finally, the illusion of liberation, overlaid upon a situation in which the woman has not 

achieved liberation, results in Sophie becoming all the more anxious to analyze and correct her own 

behavior as she is led to feel as though she has no one else to blame except her own suffering. Torn 

between her sexual attraction towards Ling Jishi and her scorn of his character, while she is indignant 

about Ling Jishi’s “hints about how women should behave” and despises him for saying that, she still 

finds herself feeling wretched upon seeing him leave and not having asked him to stay longer.  
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 Thus, Miss Sophie’s Diary and Factory Girl reveal another dimension in which Marxist 

Feminism might be incompatible—the oversight of the role of the inner life and internalized 

oppressions of the woman in determining her marginalization by society. Despite all appearances of 

having thrown off traditional authorities, Sophie still finds herself stuck in the intensity of her 

emotions and attraction towards men, which suggests that for Ding Ling, the struggle to overturn 

gender oppression was more than just the economic situation of women, but the social constructs 

regarding gender and love which did not follow the change in economic situations. Similarly, despite 

the drudgery of the cotton mill, Lotus maintains that the soul is too valuable to be bought, suggesting 

that Lu Yin held the belief that the inner life cannot be so easily affected by the external material 

world as is implied by Marxist materialism.   

 

Conclusion 

 Like most dynamic and complicated social movements, within China’s Women’s 

Emancipation Movement of the May Fourth Era, there was a wide spread of ideas, opinions, and 

interpretations, amongst which the two issue of the new women martyrs as well as the new women in 

fiction were selected as windows through which to view the world of China’s May Fourth Era. 

Whereas the rhetoric used in honoring the women martyrs, notably Miss Zhao, indicated a greater 

compatibility between Marxism and May Fourth feminism, the narratives of women feminist writers 

conversely highlighted fundamental incompatibilities between Marxism May Fourth feminism.  

In order to make meaning out of this final contradiction, this paper recognizes that the 

diversity of views and actions in the movement allows for the recognition that certain components of 

the movement may have identified more strongly with Marxist theories than others. Nevertheless, 

there still exists a dilemma between the two cases, as to which aspect weighs more strongly in our 

judgment of the period.  
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Ultimately, this paper chooses to give more weight to the feminism expressed in the short 

stories of women feminist writers, in favor of the incompatibilities between Marxism and feminism in 

the May Fourth Era expressed in these short stories, which outweigh the compatibilities inferred from 

the rhetoric of the predominantly male-dominated feminist press. This is not to imply that men cannot 

be feminists—the progressive rhetoric and laws enacted due to the Women’s Emancipation Movement 

did leave an imprint on the experiences of women in the years after, and many of these male feminists 

may have sincerely desired for the attainment of gender equality in Chinese society. Rather, this 

papers means to recognize the dangers of the lack of a female voice in feminists movements, and to 

emphasize the need for such a voice in order to avoid such complicated situations of male feminists’ 

involvement, where they were in part responsible for silencing of the female voice as well as for 

appropriating the feminist dialogue as a mere symbol for other issues, a complication that was well-

recognized by other activists in the movement.  

 A determining factor of the different conclusions of the two cases is precisely such a lack of 

the female voice. It has been observed that as much as male writers on women’s issues empathized 

with plight of women, they lacked sensitivity to the actual realities that women faced on a day-to-day 

basis. The analysis of these two cases revealed very much a similar split, a split that extends to their 

conclusions on Marxist feminism. Due to the lack of insight into women’s interior life and in talking 

about women largely in the abstract, male feminists did not reach the same conclusions as female 

writers regarding the role played by the woman’s inner life and internalized oppressions of the woman 

in determining her marginalization by society.     

As Lotus exclaims in Factory Girl, “People know how to help others with money but they 

cannot help them buy back something even more important than money – their own souls!” In 

considering the failure of the May Fourth Era’s Women’s Emancipation Movement, one would do 

well to be wary of the belief that the union of Marxism and Feminism and the tools of class 

consciousness and class struggle alone are sufficient for women’s emancipation. While women’s 
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economic independence was a first step, it was not enough to affect change in something far more 

important – the inner life and the lived experiences of the Chinese woman of the May Fourth 

Movement.    
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Appendix A: On the Prostitution of Streetwalkers and the Laborer 

One such interface with Marxist theory was the comparison of the institution of marriage with 

prostitution in both Marx’s writings and in the writings of May Fourth writers such as Shen Zemin 

and Shi Cuntong. Given the May Fourth activists’ antifamily orientation, it is unsurprising that there 

was a good deal of resonance between them and Engel’s Marxist analysis of the family as the prime 

cause of female oppression. 

In his Economic and Political Manuscripts of 1844, Marx writes 
 
“Just as woman passes from marriage to general prostitution, so the entire world of wealth (that is, of 
man’s objective substance) passes from the relationship of exclusive marriage with the owner of private 
property to a state of universal prostitution with the community,” 
	  

using the idea of marriage-as-prostitution as an analogy for the fall from common wealth to private 

property.  

Similarly, in the May Fourth writers’ arguments against the institution of marriage, 

prostitution was likened to marriage and the prostitute was likened to the wife, with the only 

difference being “the length of time that her sexual services were secured” (Gilmartin, Engendering 

the Chinese revolution : radical women, communist politics, and mass movements in the 1920s, 

1995). Shen Zemin, in a highly impassioned critique of the marriage system, charged, “The present 

system turns women into prostitutes. This is because the system is alive and expanding, purposely and 

incessantly swallowing innocent people into its bloody mouth”. In the rhetoric of prostitution as a 

device to capture the inhumanity of the arranged marriage system, there is evidence of the influence of 

Marxist theory (Gilmartin, Engendering the Chinese revolution : radical women, communist politics, 

and mass movements in the 1920s, 1995).6 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6	  Actual prostitution, on the other hand, was not tackled as effectively. While municipal governments carried 
out campaigns through the 1920s and 1930s to ban prostitution, the emphasis on prostitution featured more 
strongly as a symbolic push for China’s modernization rather than as a problem in itself. It was a problem not 
solely because of the suffering of the women involved in prostitution, but also because of the idea that 
prostitution was a national disgrace and a contributory factor in China’s national weakness (Hershatter, 1992).   	  


